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Before You Go on

Visual Displays  
of Data
How to Lie with Visual Statistics

“The Most Misleading Graph Ever Published”
Techniques for Misleading with Graphs

Common Types of Graphs
Scatterplots
Line Graphs
Bar Graphs
Pictorial Graphs
Pie Charts

How to Build a Graph
Choosing the Appropriate Type of Graph
How to Read a Graph
Guidelines for Creating a Graph
The Future of Graphs

Next Steps: Multivariable Graphs

■ You should understand the different types  
of variables—nominal, ordinal, and scale  
(Chapter 1).

■ You should understand the difference between 
independent variables and dependent variables 
(Chapter 1).

■ You should know how to construct a histogram 
(Chapter 2).
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50   CHAPTER 3 ■ Visual Displays of Data

The legendary nineteenth-century nurse Florence Nightingale was also known as the 
“passionate statistician” (Diamond & Stone, 1981). The lens of time has softened the 
image of this sarcastic, sharp-elbowed infighter (Gill, 2005) who created trouble simply 
by counting things. She counted supplies in a closet and discovered corruption; she 
counted physicians’ diagnoses and discovered incompetence. She created the visual 
display in Figure 3-1 after counting the causes of death of British soldiers in Bulgaria 
and the Crimea. The British army was killing more of its own soldiers through poor 
hygiene than were dying due to wounds of war—and an outraged public demanded 
change. That is one powerful graph!

Graphs continue to save lives. Recent research documents the power of graphs to 
guide decisions about health care and even to reduce risky health-related behaviors 
(Garcia-Retamero & Cokely, 2013).

This chapter shows you how to create graphs, called figures in APA-speak, that tell 
data stories. We recommend Displaying Your Findings by Adelheid Nicol and Penny 
Pexman (2010) for a more detailed look, but a checklist on pp. 62-63 will answer most 
of your questions about how to create graphs.
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FIGURE 3-1
Graphs That Persuade

This coxcomb graph, based on Florence Nightingale’s original coxcomb graph, “Diagram of the Causes of Mortality in the 
Army in the East,” addresses the period from April 1854 to March 1855. It is called a coxcomb graph because the data 
arrangement resembles the shape of a rooster’s head. The 12 sections represent the ordinal variable of a year broken 
into 12 months. The size of the sections representing each month indicates the scale variable of how many people 
died in that particular month. The colors represent the nominal variable of cause of death.
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CHAPTER 3 ■ Visual Displays of Data   51

How to Lie with Visual Statistics
Teaching students how to lie may sound like an odd way to teach statistics, but spot-
ting visual tricks can be empowering. We are indebted to Michael Friendly of  York 
University in Toronto for collecting and managing a Web site (http://www.math.
yorku.ca/SCS/Gallery/) that humorously demonstrates the power of graphs both to 
deceive and to enlighten. He described Figure 3-2 as possibly “the most misleading 
graph ever published.”

“The Most Misleading Graph Ever Published”
The Ithaca Times graph in Figure 3-2 appears to answer a simple question: “Why does 
college have to cost so much?” This graph is chock full of lies.

●	 Lie 1: The two lines cover different periods of time. The rising line rep-
resents rising tuition costs over 35 years; the falling line represents the 
ranking of Cornell University over only 11 years.

●	 Lie 2: The y-axis compares an ordinal observation (university rank) to a scale 
observation (tuition). These should be two different graphs.

●	 Lie 3: Cornell’s rank arbitrarily begins at a lower point on the y-axis than tuition 
costs, suggesting that an institution already failing to deliver what students are 
paying for has become dramatically worse.

●	 Lie 4: The graph reverses the implied meaning of up and down. A low number 
in the world of rankings is a good thing. Over this 11-year period, Cornell’s 
ranking improved from 15th place to 6th place!

Techniques for Misleading with Graphs
When you learn a few statistical tricks, you will immediately become a 
much more critical—and less gullible—consumer of visual statistics:

 1. The biased scale lie. New York magazine’s (see http://nymag.
com) reviewers use five stars to indicate that a restaurant’s food, 
service, and ambience are “ethereal; almost perfect”; three stars 
means “generally excellent”; one means “good.” So zero stars 
must mean bad, right? Wrong. Zero “means our critics don’t 
recommend you go out of your way to eat there.” Apparently, you 
can’t buy a bad meal in New York City if a New York magazine 
reviewer has eaten there.

 2. The sneaky sample lie. You might pick up some useful information 
from Web sites that rate professors, but be cautious. The students 
most likely to supply ratings are those who strongly dislike or 
strongly approve of a particular professor. A self-selected sample 
means that the information might not apply to you.

 3. The interpolation lie. Interpolation involves assuming that some 
value between the data points lies on a straight line between 
those data points. For example, Statistics Canada reported that 
in 2006, Canada had its lowest rate of break-ins (property crime) since the 
1970s (Figure 3-3), but you cannot assume a gradual decline over 30 years. 
In the years leading up to 1991, there was a dramatic increase in property 
crime. Make sure that a reasonable number of in-between data points have 
been reported.
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FIGURE 3-2
Graphs That Lie

Michael Friendly describes this graph 
as a “spectacular example of more 
graphical sins than I have ever seen 
in one image” and possibly “the most 
misleading graph ever published.”
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52   CHAPTER 3 ■ Visual Displays of Data

4.   The extrapolation lie. This lie assumes that values beyond the data points 
will continue indefinitely. In 1976, The Complete CB Handbook assumed 
that elementary schools would soon have to teach students how to com-
municate with CB radios, their popularity then growing exponentially. 
They are now used mostly by long-distance truckers. What happened? 
Mobile phones. Do not assume that a pattern will continue indefinitely.

 5. The inaccurate values lie. This lie tells the truth in one part of the data but visu-
ally distorts it in another place. Notice in Figure 3-4 that just four stick figures 
are meant to represent more than 43,000 nurses in the first three columns. But 
when only a few thousand more nurses are included, as in the last column,  
40 stick figures are used. The proportional change in the number of stick figures 
is much larger than the proportional change in the size of the data.

There are many more ways to lie with graphs, and we hope you’ll keep watch for 
them. Researchers categorize all of these lies into two groups: (1) lies that exaggerate 
and (2) lies that reverse the finding (Pandey, Rall, Satterthwaite, Nov, & Bertini, 2015). 
Lies that exaggerate lead us to think a given difference is bigger or smaller than it 
really is. Lies that reverse the finding make us think that the opposite finding is oc-
curring. These researchers even conducted a series of studies that demonstrated that 
visual distortions can affect our perceptions and responses. In one example, only 7 of  
38 people who saw a deceptive graph were able to interpret it correctly, whereas 39 
out of 40 who saw a clearly designed version were right. For students of psychology 
and statistics, it is important to learn to create clear graphs and to be alert for visual lies.
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FIGURE 3-3
The Perils of Interpolation

Without seeing all of the data, it is easy 
to draw false conclusions. Although 
Canada’s property crime rate declined 
from the late 1970s through 2006, 
there was a peak in the middle, around 
1991. If we saw only the data points for 
the 1970s and 2006, we might falsely 
conclude that there was a gradual 
decline during this time. You can 
search http://statcan.gc.ca for this and 
many other interesting statistics about 
Canada.

figure 3-4
The Inaccurate Values Lie

The visual lie told here is the result 
of using a representation of a person 
to have a different value depending 
on which column it’s in. As bloggers 
Abhimanyu Das and Diana Biller pointed 
out, “four stick people stand in for 
43,000 nurses—but then 28 stick 
people stand in for an additional 3,000 
nurses” (2015). So, a 7% increase 
over five years is visually depicted as a 
7000% increase!

Source: http://static.guim.co.uk/sys- 
images/Guardian/Pix/pictures/2013/ 
8/1/1375343461201/misleading.jpg

MaSTERING THE CoNCEPT

3-1: Graphs can be misleading. As critical thinkers, 
we want to know whether a sample represents a 
population, how the variables were actually measured, 
and whether a graph tells an accurate data story.
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CHAPTER 3 ■ Visual Displays of Data   53

Common Types of Graphs
Graphs are powerful because they can display the relation between two or more  variables 
in just one image. We first show you how to create scatterplots and line graphs—types 
of graphs that have two scale variables. Then we learn how to create—and criticize—
graphs with just one nominal variable: bar graphs, pictorial graphs, and pie charts.

Scatterplots
A scatterplot is a graph that depicts the relation between two scale variables. The values of each 
variable are marked along the two axes, and a mark is made to indicate the intersection 
of the two scores for each participant. The mark is above the participant’s score on 
the x-axis and across from the score on the y-axis. We suggest that you think through 
your graph by sketching it by hand before creating it on a computer.

●	 A scatterplot is a graph that 
depicts the relation between 
two scale variables.

Figure 3-5 describes the relation between the number of hours students spent study-
ing and students’ grades on a statistics exam. In this example, the independent variable 
(x, on the horizontal axis) is the number of hours spent studying, and the dependent 
variable (y, on the vertical axis) is the grade on the statistics exam.

EXAMPLE 3.1

CHECK YOUR LEARNING
Reviewing the Concepts > Creating and understanding graphs are critical skills in our data-filled society.

> Graphs can reveal or obscure information. To understand what a graph actually conveys, 
we must examine it and ask critical questions about it.

Clarifying the Concepts 3-1 What is the purpose of a graph?

Calculating the Statistics 3-2 Referring to Figure 3-4, the inaccurate values lie, calculate how many more nurses 
there were in 2011–2012 than in 2010–2011. Explain why this is an example of a 
graphing lie.

Applying the Concepts 3-3 Which of the two following graphs is misleading? Which seems to be a more accurate 
depiction of the data? Explain your answer.
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Solutions to these Check Your Learning questions can be found in Appendix D.
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54   CHAPTER 3 ■ Visual Displays of Data

The scatterplot in Figure 3-5 suggests that more hours studying is as-
sociated with higher grades; it includes each participant’s two scores (one 
for hours spent studying and the other for grade received) that reveal the 
overall pattern of scores. In this scatterplot, the values on both axes go 
down to 0, but they don’t have to. Sometimes the scores are clustered and 

the pattern in the data might be clearer by adjusting the range on one or both axes. (If 
it’s not practical for the scores to go down to 0, be sure to indicate this with cut marks. 
Cut marks are breaks in the axis indicating that the axis starts at a value other than zero.)

To create a scatterplot:

 1. Organize the data by participant; each participant will have two scores, one on 
each scale variable.

2.  Label the horizontal x-axis with the name of the inde-
pendent variable and its possible values, starting with 0 
if practical.

3.  Label the vertical y-axis with the name of the dependent 
variable and its  possible values, starting with 0 if practical.

4.   Make a mark on the graph above each study participant’s 
score on the x-axis and next to his or her score on the 
y-axis.

A scatterplot between two scale variables can tell three 
possible stories. First, there may be no relation at all; in 
this case, the scatterplot looks like a jumble of random 
dots. This is an important scientific story if we previously 
believed that there was a systematic pattern between the 
two variables.

Second, a linear relation between variables means that the relation between variables is 
best described by a straight line. When the linear relation is positive, the pattern of data 
points flows upward and to the right. When the linear relation is negative, the pattern 
of data points flows downward and to the right. The data story about hours studying 
and  statistics grades in Figure 3-5 indicates a positive, linear relation.

A nonlinear relation between variables means that the relation between variables is 
best described by a line that breaks or curves in some way. Nonlinear simply means 
“not straight,” so there are many possible nonlinear relations between variables. 
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FIGURE 3-5
Scatterplot of Hours Spent 
Studying and Statistics Grades

This scatterplot depicts the relation 
between hours spent studying and 
grades on a statistics exam. Each dot 
represents one student’s score on the 
independent variable along the x-axis 
and on the dependent variable along 
the y-axis.

MaSTERING THE CoNCEPT

3-2: Scatterplots and line graphs are used to depict 
relations between two scale variables.

Low Medium High

Performance

Anxiety

FIGURE 3-6
Nonlinear Relations

The Yerkes–Dodson law predicts 
that stress/anxiety improves test 
performance—but only to a point. Too 
much anxiety leads to an inability to 
perform at one’s best. This inverted 
U-curve illustrates the concept, but 
a scatterplot would better clarify the 
particular relation between these two 
variables.
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CHAPTER 3 ■ Visual Displays of Data   55

The first type of line graph, based on a scatterplot, is especially useful because the line of 
best fit minimizes the distances between all the data points from that line. That allows us 
to use the x value to predict the y value and make predictions based on only one piece 
of information. For example, we can use the line of best fit in Figure 3-7 to predict that 
a student will earn a test score of about 62 if she studies for 2 hours; if she studies for 13 
hours, she will earn a score of about 100. For now, we can simply eyeball the scatterplot 
and draw a line of best fit; in Chapter 16, you will learn how to calculate a line of best fit.

Here is a recap of the steps to create a scatterplot with a line of best fit:

 1. Label the x-axis with the name of the independent variable and its possible 
values, starting with 0 if practical.

 2. Label the y-axis with the name of the dependent 
variable and its possible values, starting with 0 if 
practical.

 3. Make a mark above each study participant’s score 
on the x-axis and next to his or her score on the 
y-axis.

 4. Visually estimate and sketch the line of best fit 
through the points on the  scatterplot.

A second situation in which a line graph is more use-
ful than just a scatterplot  involves time-related data. A 
time plot, or time series plot, is a graph that plots a scale 
variable on the y-axis as it changes over an increment of time 
(for example, hour, day, century) labeled on the x-axis. As with 
a scatterplot, marks are placed above each value on the x-axis (for example, at a given 
hour) at the value for that particular time on the y-axis (i.e., the score on the de-
pendent variable). These marks are then connected with a line. It is possible to graph 
several lines on the same graph in a time plot, as long as the lines use the same scale 
variable on the y-axis. With multiple lines, the viewer can compare the trends for dif-
ferent levels of another variable. ●

EXAMPLE 3.2

●	 A time plot, or time series 
plot, is a graph that plots 
a scale variable on the 
y-axis as it changes over 
an increment of time (e.g., 
second, day, century) 
labeled on the x-axis.

●	 A linear relation between 
variables means that the relation 
between variables is best 
described by a straight line.

●	 A nonlinear relation 
between variables means 
that the relation between 
variables is best described 
by a line that breaks or 
curves in some way.

●	 A line graph is used to 
illustrate the relation between 
two scale variables.

FIGURE 3-7
The Line of Best Fit

The line of best fit allows us to make 
predictions about a person’s value on 
the y variable from his or her value  
on the x variable.
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For example, the  Yerkes–Dodson law described in Figure 3-6 predicts the relation 
between level of arousal and test performance. As professors, we don’t want you 
so relaxed that you don’t even show up for the test, but we also don’t want you 
so stressed out that you have a panic attack. You will maximize your performance 
somewhere in the happy middle described by a nonlinear relation (in this case, an 
upside-down U-curve). ●

Line Graphs
A line graph is used to illustrate the relation between two scale variables. One type of line 
graph is based on a scatterplot and allows us to construct a line of best fit that repre-
sents the predicted y score for each x value. A second type of line graph allows us to 
visualize changes in the values on the y-axis over time.

Figure 3-8, for example, shows a time plot for positive attitudes and negative attitudes 
around the world, as expressed on Twitter. The researchers analyzed more than half a 
billion tweets over the course of 24 hours (Golder & Macy, 2011) and plotted separate 

EXAMPLE 3.3
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56   CHAPTER 3 ■ Visual Displays of Data

lines for each day of the week. These fascinating data tell many stories. For example, 
people tend to express more positive attitudes and fewer negative attitudes in the 
morning than later in the day; people express more positive attitudes on the weekends 
than during the week; and the weekend morning peak in positive attitudes is later than 
during the week, perhaps an indication that people are sleeping in.

Here is a recap of the steps to create a time plot:

 1. Label the x-axis with the name of the independent variable and its possible 
values. The independent variable should be an increment of time (e.g., hour, 
month, year).

 2. Label the y-axis with the name of the dependent variable and its possible values, 
starting with 0 if practical.

 3. Make a mark above each value on the x-axis at the value for that time on the 
y-axis.

 4. Connect the dots. ●

Bar Graphs
A bar graph is a visual depiction of data in which the independent variable is 
nominal or ordinal and the dependent variable is scale. The height of each bar 
typically represents the average value of the dependent variable for each category. 
The independent variable on the x-axis could be either nominal (such 
as gender) or ordinal (such as Olympic medal winners who won gold, 

silver, or bronze medals). We could even combine two independent variables in a 
single graph by drawing two separate clusters of bars to compare men’s and women’s 
finishing times of the gold, silver, and bronze medalists.

Here is a recap of the variables used to create a bar graph:

 1. The x-axis of a bar graph indicates discrete levels of a nominal variable or an 
ordinal variable.

 2. The y-axis of a bar graph may represent counts or percentages. But the y-axis 
of a bar graph can also indicate many other scale variables, such as average 
running speeds, scores on a memory task, or reaction times.
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●	 A bar graph is a visual 
depiction of data in which 
the independent variable 
is nominal or ordinal and 
the dependent variable is 
scale. The height of each 
bar typically represents 
the average value of the 
dependent variable for each 
category.

FIGURE 3-8
Time Plots Show Mood 
Changes on Twitter

Researchers tracked positive attitudes 
and negative attitudes expressed through 
Twitter over the course of a day and 
from around the globe (Golder & Macy, 
2011). Time plots allow for multiple 
scale variables on one graph. In this 
case, there are separate lines for each 
day of the week, allowing us to see, 
for example, that the lines for Saturday 
and Sunday tend to be highest for 
positive attitudes and lowest for 
negative attitudes across the day.

MaSTERING THE CoNCEPT

3-3: Bar graphs depict data for two or more 
categories. They tell a data story more precisely  
than do either pictorial graphs or pie charts.
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CHAPTER 3 ■ Visual Displays of Data   57

●	 A Pareto chart is a type 
of bar graph in which the 
categories along the x-axis 
are ordered from highest 
bar on the left to lowest bar 
on the right.
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FIGURE 3-9
Pareto Charts Are Easier  
to Understand

The standard bar graph provides a 
comparison of Twitter usage among  
14 levels of a nominal dependent 
variable, country. The Pareto chart, 
a version of a bar graph, orders the 
countries from highest to lowest along 
the horizontal axis, which allows us to 
more easily pick out the highest and 
lowest bars. We can more easily see 
that Canada places in the middle of 
these countries, and that the United 
States and the United Kingdom are 
toward the bottom. We have to do more 
work to draw these conclusions from 
the original bar graph.

Figure 3-9 shows two different ways of depicting the percentage of Internet users in 
a given country who visited Twitter.com over one recent month. One graph is an 
alphabetized bar graph; the other is a Pareto chart. Where does Canada’s usage fit rela-
tive to that of other countries? Which graph makes it is easier to answer that question?

EXAMPLE 3.4

Bar graphs can help us understand the answers to interesting questions. For example, 
researchers wondered whether piercings and tattoos, once seen as indicators of a “devi-
ant” worldview, had become mainstream (Koch, Roberts, Armstrong, & Owen, 2010). 
They surveyed 1753 college students with respect to numbers of piercings and tattoos, 
as well as about a range of destructive behaviors including academic cheating, illegal 
drug use, and number of arrests (aside from traffic arrests). The bar graph in Figure 3-10 
depicts one finding: The likelihood of having been arrested was fairly similar among 
all groups, except among those with four or more tattoos, 70.6% of whom reported 
 having been arrested at least once. A magazine article about this  research advised 
parents, “So, that butterfly on your sophomore’s ankle is not a sign she is hanging out 
with the wrong crowd. But if she comes home for spring break covered from head to 
toe, start worrying” (Jacobs, 2010).

Liars’ Alert! The small differences among the students with no tattoos, one tattoo, and 
two or three tattoos could be exaggerated if a reporter wanted to scare parents. Compare 
Figure 3-11 to the first three bars of Figure 3-10. Notice what happens when the fourth 
bar for four or more tattoos is eliminated: The values on the y-axis do not begin at 0, 
the intervals change from 10 to 2, and the y-axis ends at 20%. The exact same data leave 

EXAMPLE 3.5

Bar graphs are flexible tools for presenting data visually. For example, if there 
are many categories to be displayed along the horizontal x-axis, researchers some-
times create a Pareto chart, a type of bar graph in which the categories along the x-axis 
are ordered from highest bar on the left to lowest bar on the right. This ordering allows 
easier comparisons and easier identification of the most common and least common 
categories.

	 ●
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58   CHAPTER 3 ■ Visual Displays of Data

a very different impression. (Note: If the data are very far from 0, and it does not make 
sense to have the axis go down to 0, indicate this on the graph by including double 
slashes—called cut marks—like those shown in Figure 3-11.)

Here is a recap of the steps to create a bar graph. The critical choice for you, the 
graph creator, is in step 2.

1.  Label the x-axis with the name and levels (i.e., categories) of the nominal or 
ordinal independent variable.

2.  Label the y-axis with the name of the scale dependent variable and its possible 
values, starting with 0 if practical.

3.  For every level of the independent variable, draw a bar with the height of that 
level’s value on the dependent variable. ●

Pictorial Graphs
Occasionally, a pictorial graph is acceptable, but such a graph should be used spar-
ingly and only if carefully created. A pictorial graph is a visual depiction of data typi-
cally used for an independent variable with very few levels (categories) and a scale dependent 
variable. Each level uses a picture or symbol to represent its value on the scale dependent 
variable. Eye-catching pictorial graphs are far more common in the popular media 
than in research journals. They tend to direct attention to the clever artwork rather 
than to the story that the data tell.

For example, a graphmaker might use stylized drawings of people to indicate popu-
lation size. Figure 3-12 demonstrates one problem with pictorial graphs. The picture 
makes the person three times as tall and three times as wide (so that the taller person 
won’t look so stretched out). But then the total area of the picture is about nine times 
larger than the shorter one, even though the population is only three times as big—a 
false impression.

Pictorial graphs can work, though, if carefully designed. In the graph in Figure 3-13, 
every stick figure is the same size and each represents a single person. These design 
features decrease the chances that the graph will be misinterpreted.
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FIGURE 3-11
Deceiving with the Scale

To exaggerate a difference between means, graphmakers sometimes 
compress the rating scale that they show on their graphs. When 
possible, label the axis beginning with 0, and when displaying 
percentages, include all values up to 100%.

●	 A pictorial graph is a visual 
depiction of data typically 
used for an independent 
variable with very few 
levels (categories) and a 
scale dependent variable. 
Each level uses a picture 
or symbol to represent 
its value on the scale 
dependent variable.
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FIGURE 3-10
Bar Graphs Highlight 
Differences Between Averages 
or Percentages

This bar graph depicts the percentages 
of university students who have been 
arrested at least once (other than 
in a traffic arrest). The researchers 
measured four groups: those with no 
tattoos, one tattoo, two to three tattoos, 
or four or more tattoos. A bar graph can 
more vividly depict differences between 
percentages than just the typed 
numbers themselves can: 8.5, 18.7, 
12.7, and 70.6.
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FIGURE 3-12
Distorting the Data with 
Pictures

In a pictorial graph, tripling the height of 
a picture is often coupled with tripling 
the width—which is multiplying by 3 
twice. Instead of being three times as 
big, the picture is nine times as big!

FIGURE 3-13
A Pictograph of Individual 
Deaths

Major world sporting events involve 
the construction of a great deal of 
infrastructure, including stadiums. This 
graph shows the enormous death toll 
for the 2022 World Cup in Qatar as 
compared to the death toll for sporting 
events in other countries. 

Source: http://www.motherjones.com/mixed-
media/2015/05/chart-fifa-deaths-qatar-move-
it-to-the-united-states

An unprecedented death toll in Qatar
= 1 worker death
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FIGURE 3-14
The Perils of a Pie Chart

Pie charts make it difficult to make 
comparisons. It takes some effort to 
determine that 6% of Republicans 
and 30% of Democrats in the United 
States would be most upset if their 
children had a farm animal in their 
dorm rooms. It would be far easier 
to make this comparison from a bar 
graph or even a table.

Data from http://www.vanityfair.com/
magazine/2013/05/60-minutes-poll- 
college-locations
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that you’d like to 
learn about your 
college freshman
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CHECK YOUR LEARNING
Reviewing the Concepts > Scatterplots and line graphs allow us to see relations between two scale variables.

> When examining the relations between variables, it is important to consider linear  
and nonlinear relations, as well as the possibility that no relation is present.

> Bar graphs, pictorial graphs, and pie charts depict summary values (such as means  
or  percentages) on a scale variable for various levels of a nominal or ordinal variable.

> Bar graphs are preferred; pictorial graphs and pie charts can be misleading.

Clarifying the Concepts 3-4 How are scatterplots and line graphs similar?

 3-5 Why should we typically avoid using pictorial graphs and pie charts?

Calculating the Statistics 3-6 What type of visual display of data allows us to calculate or evaluate how a variable 
changes over time?

Applying the Concepts 3-7 What is the best type of common graph to depict each of the following data sets and 
research questions? Explain your answers.

Pie Charts
A pie chart is a graph in the shape of a circle, with a slice for every level (category) of the 
independent variable. The size of each slice represents the proportion (or percentage) of each cat-
egory. A pie chart’s slices should always add up to 100% (or 1.00, if using proportions).  
Figure 3-14 demonstrates the difficulty in making comparisons from a pair of pie charts. 
As suggested by this graph, data can almost always be presented more clearly in a table 
or bar graph than in a pie chart. Edward R. Tufte is well known for his several beautiful 
books that demonstrate simple ways to create clearer graphs (1997/2005, 2001/2006b, 
2006a). Regarding pie charts, Tufte (2006b) bluntly advises: “A table is nearly always 
better than a dumb pie chart” (p. 178). Because of the limitations of pie charts and the 
ready alternatives, we do not outline the steps for creating a pie chart here.

●	 A pie chart is a graph in the 
shape of a circle, with a slice 
for every level (category) of 
the independent variable. 
The size of each slice 
represents the proportion (or 
percentage) of each level.
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How to Build a Graph
In this section, you will learn how to choose the most appropriate type of graph and then use 
a checklist to ensure that the graph conforms to APA style. We also discuss innovative graphs 
that highlight the exciting future of graphing. Innovations in graphing can help us to deliver 
a persuasive message, much like that conveyed by Florence Nightingale’s coxcomb graph.

Choosing the appropriate Type of Graph
When deciding what type of graph to use, first examine the variables. 
Decide which is the independent variable and which is the dependent 
variable. Also, identify which type of variable—nominal, ordinal, or 
scale (interval/ratio)—each is. Most of the time, the independent vari-
able belongs on the horizontal x-axis and the dependent variable goes 
on the vertical y-axis.

After assessing the types of variables that are in the study, use the 
following guidelines to select the appropriate graph:

 1. If there is one scale variable (with frequencies), use a histogram or a frequency 
polygon (Chapter 2).

2. If there is one scale independent variable and one scale dependent variable, 
use a scatterplot or a line graph. (Figure 3-8 on page 56 provides an example 
of how to use more than one line on a time plot.)

3. If there is one nominal or ordinal independent variable and one scale depen-
dent variable, use a bar graph. Consider using a Pareto chart if the independent 
variable has many levels.

 4. If there are two or more nominal or ordinal independent variables and one 
scale dependent variable, use a bar graph.

How to Read a Graph
Let’s use the graph in Figure 3-15 to confirm your understanding of independent 
and dependent variables. This study of jealousy (Maner, Miller, Rouby, & Gailliot, 
2009) includes two independent variables: level of jealousy (whether a participant is 
low or high in chronic jealousy) and how people were primed (whether they were 
primed to think about infidelity or about a neutral topic). People primed to think 
about infidelity visualized and wrote about a time when they had infidelity-related 
concerns. People primed to think about a neutral topic wrote a detailed account of 
four or five things they had done the previous day. The dependent variable is how 
long participants looked at photographs of an attractive same-sex person; for a jealous 
heterosexual person, an attractive person of the same sex would be a potential threat 
to his or her relationship.

a. Depression severity and amount of stress for 150 university students. Is depression 
related to stress level?

b. Number of inpatient mental health facilities in Canada as measured every 10 years 
between 1890 and 2000. Has the number of facilities declined in recent years?

c. Number of siblings reported by 100 people. What size family is most common?

d. Mean years of education for six regions of the United States. Are education levels 
higher in some regions than in others?

Solutions to these Check Your 
Learning questions can be found in 
Appendix D.

 e. Calories consumed in a day and hours slept that night for 85 people. Does the 
amount of food a person eats predict how long he or she sleeps at night?

MaSTERING THE CoNCEPT

3-4: The best way to determine the type of 
graph to create is to identify the independent 
variable and the dependent variable, along with 
the type of variable that each is—nominal, 
ordinal, or scale.
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Here are the critical questions you need to ask in order to understand the graph 
of the findings of the jealousy study. A well-designed graph makes it easy to see the 
answers; a graph intended to mislead or lie will obscure the answers.

 1. What variable are the researchers trying to predict? That is, what is the depen-
dent variable?

2. Is the dependent variable nominal, ordinal, or scale?
3. What are the units of measurement on the dependent variable? For example, if 

the dependent variable is IQ as measured by the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale, 
then the possible scores are the IQ scores themselves, ranging from 0 to 145.

4. What variables did the researchers use to predict this dependent variable? That 
is, what are the independent variables?

5. Are these two independent variables nominal, ordinal, or scale?
 6. What are the levels for each of these independent variables?

Now check your answers:

 1. The dependent variable is time, in milliseconds.
2. Milliseconds is a scale variable.
3. Milliseconds can range from 0 on up. In this case, no average exceeds  

600  milliseconds.
4. The first independent variable is level of jealousy; the second independent 

variable is priming condition.
5. Level of jealousy is an ordinal variable, but it can be treated as a nominal vari-

able in the graph; priming condition is a nominal variable.
 6. The levels for jealousy condition are low chronic jealousy and high chronic 

jealousy. The levels for priming condition are infidelity and neutral.

Because there are two independent variables—both of which are nominal—and 
one scale dependent variable, we used a bar graph to depict these data.

Guidelines for Creating a Graph
Here is a helpful checklist of questions to ask when you encounter a graph or when 
you’re creating a graph. Some we’ve mentioned previously, and all are wise to follow.

□  Does the graph have a clear, specific title?
□ Are both axes labeled with the names of the variables? Do all labels read left 

to right—even the one on the y-axis?
□ Are all terms on the graph the same terms that are used in the text that the 

graph is to accompany? Have all unnecessary abbreviations been eliminated?

●	 Chartjunk is any unnecessary 
information or feature 
in a graph that detracts 
from a viewer’s ability to 
understand the data.

●	 Moiré vibrations are any 
visual patterns that create 
a distracting impression of 
vibration and movement.

●	 Grids are chartjunk that take 
the form of a background 
pattern, almost like graph 
paper, on which the data 
representations, such as 
bars, are superimposed.

●	 A duck is a form of 
chartjunk in which a feature 
of the data has been 
dressed up to be something 
other than merely data.

●	 Computer defaults are the 
options that the software 
designer has preselected; 
these are the built-in 
decisions that the software 
will implement if you do not 
instruct it otherwise.

FIGURE 3-15
Two Independent Variables

When graphing a data set that has 
two independent variables, show one 
independent variable on the x-axis (in 
this case, chronic jealousy—low or 
high) and one independent variable in 
a color-coded key (in this case, type 
of prime—infidelity or neutral). This 
graph demonstrates that heterosexual 
people high in chronic jealousy looked 
longer at an attractive person of the 
same sex, a potential threat, when 
primed by thinking about infidelity 
than when primed by thinking about 
a neutral topic. The pattern was 
reversed for people low in chronic 
jealousy.
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□ Are the units of measurement (e.g., minutes, percentages) included in the labels?
□ Do the values on the axes either go down to 0 or have cut marks (double slashes) 

to indicate that they do not go down to 0?
□ Are colors used in a simple, clear way—ideally, shades of gray instead of other colors?
□ Has all chartjunk been eliminated?

The last of these guidelines involves a new term, the graph-corrupting fluff called 
chartjunk, a term coined by Tufte, whom we introduced in the context of pie charts (2001). 
According to Tufte, chartjunk is any unnecessary information or feature in a graph that detracts from 
a viewer’s ability to understand the data. Chartjunk can take the form of any of three unnecessary 
features, all demonstrated in the rather frightening graph in Figure 3-16.

 1. Moiré vibrations are any visual patterns that create a distracting im-
pression of vibration and movement. Unfortunately, they are some-
times the default settings for bar graphs in statistical software. 
Tufte recommends using shades of gray instead of patterns.

2. A grid is a background pattern, almost like graph paper, on which the 
data representations, such as bars, are superimposed. Tufte recom-
mends the use of grids only for hand-drawn drafts of graphs. In 
final versions of graphs, use only very light grids, if necessary.

 3. Ducks are features of the data that have been dressed up to be something 
other than merely data. Think of ducks as data in costume. Named 
for the Big Duck, a store in Flanders, New York, that was built 
in the form of a very large duck, graphic ducks can be three- 
dimensional effects, cutesy pictures, fancy fonts, or any other 
flawed design features. Avoid chartjunk!

There are several computer-generated graphing programs that have 
defaults that correspond to many—but not all—of these guidelines. Com-
puter defaults are the options that the software designer has preselected; these 
are the built-in decisions that the software will implement if you do not instruct 
it otherwise. You cannot assume that these defaults represent the APA 
guidelines for your particular situation. You can usually point the cursor 
at a part of the graph and click to view the available options.

The Future of Graphs
Thanks to computer technology, we have entered a second golden age 
of scientific graphing. We mention only three categories here: interactive 
graphs, geographic information systems, and word clouds.

MaSTERING THE CoNCEPT

3-5: Avoid chartjunk—any unnecessary aspect 
of a graph that detracts from its clarity.
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FIGURE 3-16
Chartjunk Run Amok

Moiré vibrations, such as those seen 
in the patterns on these bars, might be 
fun to use, but they detract from the 
viewer’s ability to glean the story of the 
data. Moreover, the grid pattern behind 
the bars might appear scientific, but 
it serves only to distract. Ducks—like 
the 3-D shadow effect on the bars 
and the globe clip-art—add nothing to 
the data, and the colors are absurdly 
eye straining. Don’t laugh; we’ve 
had students submit carefully written 
research papers accompanied by 
graphs even more garish than this!

Edward Tufte’s Big Duck The graphics 
theorist Edward Tufte was fascinated by the Big Duck, a 
store in the form of a duck for which he named a type 
of chartjunk (graphic clutter). In graphs, ducks are any 
aspects of the graphed data that are “overdressed,” 
obscuring the message of the data. Think of ducks as 
data in a ridiculous costume.
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Interactive Graphs One informative and haunting graph was published online in 
the New York Times on September 9, 2004, to commemorate the day on which the 
1000th U.S. soldier died in Iraq (tinyurl.com/55nlu). Titled “A Look at 1000 Who 
Died,” this beautifully designed tribute is formed by a square representing each of 
the dead servicemen and women. One can view these squares organized by variables 
such as last name, where they were from, gender, cause of death, and age. Because the 
squares are the same size, the stacking of the squares also functions as a bar graph. By 
clicking on two or more months in a row, or on two or more ages in a row, one can 
visually compare numbers of deaths among levels of a category.

Yet this interactive graph is even more nuanced because it provides a glimpse into 
the life stories of these soldiers. By holding the cursor over a square, you can learn, for 
example, that Spencer T. Karol, regular duty in the U.S. Army, from Woodruff, Arizona, 
died on October 6, 2003, at the age of 20, from hostility-inflicted wounds. You can 
even see a photo of him. A thoughtfully designed interactive graph such as this one 
holds even more power than a traditional flat graph in how it educates, evokes emo-
tion, and provides details that humanize the stories behind the numbers.

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Many companies have published soft-
ware that enables computer programmers to link Internet-based data to Internet-based 
maps (Markoff, 2005). These visual tools are all variations on geographic information 
systems (GIS). The APA has sponsored advanced workshops on how to apply GIS to 
the social sciences.

Sociologists, geographers, political scientists, consumer psychologists, and epidemi-
ologists (who use statistics to track patterns of disease) have already become familiar 
with GIS in their respective fields. Organizational psychologists, social psychologists, 
and environmental psychologists can use GIS to organize workflow, assess group dy-
namics, and study the design of classrooms. Ironically, this advance in computerized 
mapping is pretty much what John Snow did without a computer in 1854 when he 
studied the Broad Street cholera outbreak.

Word Clouds Word clouds, an increasingly common type of graph, provide in-
formation on the most popular words used in a specific text (McKee, 2014). When 
creating a word cloud, the researcher defines what “most popular” means—the top 
50 most frequently used words, the top 25 most frequently used words, or some other 
quantity. The size of the word usually indicates the frequency of the word (the larger 
the word, the more frequent). 

Remember, though: word clouds are great for visually showcasing frequently used 
words in a text, but they do not necessarily provide quantitative data for analysis. For 
example, the Columbus Metropolitan Library in Ohio used Facebook data from users 
to describe the library of their childhood (word cloud on the left) and versus a library 

(a) (b)  

FIGURE 3-17
Word Clouds

Word clouds provide information on the 
most popular words used in a specific 
text. These two word clouds describe 
people’s perceptions of libraries of the 
past (a) and libraries of the future (b).

Source: http://www.theatlantic.com/ 
national/archive/2014/10/not-your- 
mothers-library/381119/
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20 years from now (word cloud on the right). Clearly, the perceptions of the uses and 
purposes of libraries have changed over the past 50 years—especially with increased  
access to technology and the Internet—and these two word clouds demonstrate this 
kind of data. We can also visualize consistent trends in perceptions of libraries, with the 
use of the words research, information, and books being fairly prominent in both word 
clouds. However, we are limited in our interpretation: we do not know how often people 
actually use the library for these purposes, or how important each element is (i.e., do 
people go to the library primarily to do research, or primarily for the community?).

FIGURE 3-18
A Multivariable Graph

Increasingly sophisticated technology 
allows us to create increasingly 
sophisticated graphs. This bubble 
graph from a study by Sarah Pressman 
and her colleagues (2013) depicts 
four variables: country (each bubble), 
self-reported health (x-axis), positive 
emotions (y-axis), and gross domestic 
product (size and color of bubbles). 
The researchers could have had five 
variables if they had not used both the 
size and the color of the bubbles to 
represent GDP.
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As graphing technologies become more advanced, there are increasingly elegant ways 
to depict multiple variables on a single graph. Using the bubble graph option under 
“Other Charts” on Microsoft Excel (and even better, downloading Excel templates 
from sites such as http://juiceanalytics.com/chartchooser), we can create a bubble 
graph that depicts multiple variables.

In an article titled “Is the Emotion-Health Connection a ‘First-World Problem’”?, 
Sarah Pressman and her colleagues used a more sophisticated version of a bubble graph 
to display four variables (Figure 3-18; Pressman, Gallagher, & Lopez, 2013):

 1. Country. Each bubble is one country. For example, the large yellow bubble 
toward the upper right corner represents Ireland; the small red bubble toward 
the lower far left represents Georgia.

2. Self-reported health. The x-axis indicates self-reported physical health for a 
country.

3. Positive emotions. The y-axis indicates reported positive emotions for a  country.
 4. Gross domestic product (GDP). Both the size and the color of the bubbles 

represent a country’s GDP. Smaller and darker red bubbles indicate lower GDP; 
larger and brighter yellow bubbles indicate higher GDP.

 Multivariable Graphs Next Steps
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The researchers could have chosen to add a fifth variable by using either size or 
color to represent GDP, rather than both. They might have used size, for example, to 
represent GDP, and color to represent the continent for each country.

From this graph, we can see a strong relation between physical health and positive 
emotions. GDP appears to be related to both measures; for countries with higher GDP 
(larger, brighter yellow dots) and lower GDP (smaller, darker red dots), there is a link 
between emotions and health.

Some interactive versions of a bubble graph have, amazingly, added a sixth variable to the 
five that are possible on a printed page. For instance, www.gapminder.org/world has fasci-
nating bubble graphs with data on countries around the world. Gapminder allows you to 
add the variable year by clicking “Play” in the lower left corner; the graph is then animated 
and can show the movement of countries with respect to a range of variables since 1800!

CHECK YOUR LEARNING
Reviewing the Concepts > Graphs should be used when they add information to written text or help to clarify 

 difficult material.

> To decide what kind of graph to use, determine whether the independent variable  
and the dependent variable are nominal, ordinal, or scale variables.

> A brief checklist will help you create an understandable graph. Label graphs precisely  
and avoid chartjunk.

> The future of graphs is now! Online interactive graphs, computerized mapping, word 
clouds, and  multivariable graphs are becoming increasingly common.

Clarifying the Concepts 3-8 What is chartjunk?

Calculating the Statistics 3-9 Decisions about which kind of graph to use depend largely on how variables are 
measured. Imagine a researcher is interested in how “quality of sleep” is related to 
statistics exam grade (measured by the number of errors made). For each of the 
measures of sleep below, decide which kind of graph to use.

a. Total minutes slept

b. Sleep assessed as sufficient or insufficient

c. Using a scale from 1 (low-quality sleep) to 7 (excellent sleep)

Applying the Concepts 3-10 Imagine that the graph in Figure 3-16 represents data testing the hypothesis that 
exposure to the sun can impair IQ. Further imagine that the researcher has recruited 
groups of people and randomly assigned them to different levels of exposure to 
the sun: 0, 1, 6, and 12 hours per day (enhanced, in all cases, by artificial sunlight 
when natural light is not available). The mean IQ scores are 142, 125, 88, and 80, 
respectively. Redesign this chartjunk graph, either by hand or by using software, 
paying careful attention to the dos and don’ts outlined in this section.

How to Lie with Visual Statistics
Learning how visual displays of statistics can mislead or lie will empower you to spot 
lies for yourself. Visual displays of data are easily manipulated, so it is important to pay 
close attention to a graph’s details to make sure they aren’t conveying false information.

REVIEW OF CONCEPTS

Solutions to these Check Your 
Learning questions can be found in 
Appendix D.
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Common Types of Graphs
When developing graphing skills, it is important to begin with the basics. Several 
types of graphs are commonly used by social scientists. Scatterplots depict the relation 
between two scale variables. They are useful when determining whether the relation 
between the variables is linear or nonlinear. Some line graphs expand on scatterplots by 
 including a line of best fit. Others, called time plots or time series plots, show the change 
in a scale variable over time.

Bar graphs are used to compare two or more categories of a nominal or ordinal 
independent variable with respect to a scale dependent variable. A bar graph on which 
the levels of the independent variable are organized from the highest bar to the lowest 
bar, called a Pareto chart, allows for easy comparison of levels. Pictorial graphs are like 
bar graphs except that pictures are used in place of bars. Pie charts are used to depict 
proportions or percentages on one nominal or ordinal variable with just a few levels. 
Because both pictorial graphs and pie charts are frequently constructed in a mislead-
ing way or are misperceived, bar graphs are almost always preferred to pictorial graphs 
and pie charts.

How to Build a Graph
We first decide which type of graph to create by examining the independent and 
dependent variables and by identifying each as nominal, ordinal, or scale. We then 
consider a number of guidelines to develop a clear, persuasive graph. It is important 
that all graphs be labeled appropriately and given a title that allows the graph to tell 
its story without additional text. For an unambiguous graph, it is imperative that graph 
creators avoid chartjunk: unnecessary information, such as moiré vibrations, grids, and 
ducks, that clutters a graph and makes it difficult to interpret. When using software 
to create graphs, it is important to question the defaults built into the software and to 
override them when necessary to adhere to these guidelines.

Finally, keeping an eye to the future of graphing—including interactive graphs, 
computer-generated maps, word clouds, and multivariable graphs—helps us stay at 
the forefront of graph-making in the behavioral sciences. New techniques allow us to 
make increasingly complex graphs: bubble graphs, for example, allow us to include as 
many as five variables in a single graph.

We can request visual displays of data from both the “Data 
View” screen and the “Variable View” screen. Most graphing 
is done in SPSS using the Chart Builder. This section walks 
you through the general steps to create a graph, using a scat-
terplot as an example. But first, enter the data in the screen-
shot for hours spent studying and exam grades that were used 
to create the scatterplot in Figure 3-5. You can see the data 
here in the screenshot.

Select Graphs → Chart Builder. Under the “Gallery” tab, 
select the type of graph under “Choose From” by clicking on 
it. For example, to create a scatterplot, click on “Scatter/Dot.” 
Drag a sample graph from the right to the large box above. 
Usually you’ll want the simplest graph, which tends to be the 
upper-left sample graph.

Drag the appropriate variables from the “Variables” box 
to the appropriate places on the sample graph (e.g., “x-axis”). 

For a scatterplot, drag “hours” to the x-axis and “grade” to 
the y-axis. Chart Builder then looks like the screenshot 
shown here. Click “OK;” SPSS then creates the graph.

Remember: You should not rely on the default choices 
of the software; you are the designer of the graph. Once the 
graph is created, you can change its appearance by double-
clicking on the graph to open the Chart Editor, the tool that 
allows you to make changes. Then click or double-click on 
the particular feature of the graph that you want to modify. 
Clicking once on part of the graph allows you to make some 
changes. For example, clicking the label of the y-axis allows 
you to change the font using the drop-down menu above; 
double-clicking allows you to make other changes, such as 
setting the label horizontal (after double-clicking, select the 
orientation “Horizontal” under “Text Layout”).

SPSS®
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3.1 CREaTING a SCaTTERPLoT

As mentioned at the end of the chapter, www.gapminder.org/world is a wonderful Web 
site that allows people to play with a graph and explore the relations between variables 
over time. We used Gapminder World to find scores for 10 countries on two variables.

How IT woRkS
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Country
Children per Woman 

(total fertility)
Life Expectancy at 

Birth (years)
Afghanistan 7.15 43.00

India 2.87 64.00

China 1.72 73.00

Hong Kong 0.96 82.00

France 1.89 80.00

Bolivia 3.59 65.00

Ethiopia 5.39 53.00

Iraq 4.38 59.00

Mali 6.55 54.00

Honduras 3.39 70.00

How can we create a scatterplot to show the relation between these two variables? To 
create a scatterplot, we put total fertility on the x-axis and life expectancy in years on the 
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3.3 CREaTING a PaRETo CHaRT

How can we use the same G8 data as for the bar graph to create a Pareto chart? A Pareto 
chart is simply a bar graph in which the bars are arranged from highest value to lowest 
value. We would rearrange the countries so that they are ordered from the country with 
the highest GDP per capita to the country with the lowest GDP per capita. The Pareto 
chart is shown in the figure below.

3.2 CREaTING a BaR GRaPH

The International Monetary Fund listed the 2012 gross domestic product (GDP) per capita, 
in U.S. dollars (USD), for each of the world economic powers that make up what is called 
the Group of Eight, or G8, nations.

Canada: $52,232 Italy: $33,115 United Kingdom: $38,589

France: $41,141 Japan: $46,736 United States: $49,922

Germany: $41,513 Russia: $14,247

How can we create a bar graph for these data? First, we put the countries on the x-axis. 
Then, for each country, we draw a bar in which height corresponds to the country’s GDP 
per capita. The following figure shows a bar graph with bars arranged in alphabetical order 
by country.
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y-axis. We then add a dot for each country at the intersection of its fertility rate and life 
expectancy. The scatterplot is shown in the figure below.
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The solutions to the odd-numbered exercises can be found 
in Appendix C.

Clarifying the Concepts

 3.1 What are the five techniques discussed in this chapter 
for misleading with graphs?

 3.2 What are the steps to create a scatterplot?

 3.3 What does an individual dot on a scatterplot represent? 

 3.4 What does it mean for two variables to be linearly related?

 3.5 How can we tell whether two variables are linearly or 
nonlinearly related?

 3.6 What is the difference between a line graph and a time plot?

 3.7 What is the difference between a bar graph and a 
Pareto chart?

 3.8 Bar graphs and histograms look very similar. In your 
own words, what is the difference between the two?

 3.9 What are pictorial graphs and pie charts?

 3.10 Why are bar graphs preferred over pictorial graphs and 
pie charts?

 3.11 Why is it important to identify the independent vari-
able and the dependent variable before creating a visual 
display?

 3.12 Under what circumstances would the x-axis and y-axis 
not start at 0?

 3.13 Chartjunk comes in many forms. What specifically are 
moiré vibrations, grids, and ducks?

 3.14 Geographic information systems (GIS), such as those 
provided by computerized graphing technologies, are 
particularly powerful tools for answering what kinds of 
research questions?

 3.15 How is a bubble graph similar to a traditional 
scatterplot?

 3.16 How does a bubble graph differ from a traditional 
scatterplot?

Calculating the Statistics

 3.17 Alumni giving rates, calculated as the total dollars 
donated per year from 2006 to 2016, represent which 
kind of variable—nominal, ordinal, or scale? What 
would be an appropriate graph to depict these data?

 3.18 Alumni giving rates for a number of universities, 
 calculated as the number of alumni who donated and the 
number who did not donate in a given year, represent 
which kind of variable—nominal, ordinal, or scale? What 
would be an appropriate graph to depict these data?

 3.19 You are exploring the relation between gender and video 
game performance, as measured by final scores on a game.

 a. In this study, what are the independent and depen-
dent variables?

 b. Is gender a nominal, ordinal, or scale variable?

 c. Is final score a nominal, ordinal, or scale variable?

 d. Which graph or graphs would be appropriate to 
depict the data? Explain why.

 3.20 Do the data in the graph below show a linear relation, 
a nonlinear relation, or no relation? Explain.

ExERCISES 

GDP per Capita in USD, by Country

United
States

Japan Germany United
Kingdom

France ItalyCanada Russia

20,000

10,000

40,000

30,000

$60,000

50,000

0

GDP
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capita

Country

3.50

3.00

4.00

4.50
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 3.21 Do the data in the graph below show a linear relation, 
a nonlinear relation, or no relation? Explain.

 3.25 If you had the following range of data for one variable, 
how might you label the relevant axis?

0.10 0.31 0.27 0.04 0.09 0.22 0.36 0.18

 3.26 The scatterplot in How It Works 3.1 depicts the rela-
tion between fertility and life expectancy. Each dot 
represents a country.

 a. Approximately, what is the highest life expectancy in 
years? Approximately, what fertility rate (children per 
woman) is associated with the highest life expectancy?

 b. Does this seem to be a linear relation? Explain why 
or why not, and explain the relation in plain English.

 3.27 Based on the data in the bubble graph in Figure 3-18, 
what is the relation between physical health and posi-
tive emotions?

 3.28 The colors and sizes of the bubbles in the bubble graph 
in Figure 3-18 represent the gross domestic product 
(GDP) for each country. Using this information, explain 
what the relation is between positive emotions and GDP.

applying the Concepts

 3.29 Graphing the relation between international 
researchers and the impact of research: Does 
research from international teams make a bigger splash? 
Researchers explored whether research conducted by 
multinational research teams had a bigger impact than 
research from teams with less international representa-
tion (Hsiehchen, Espinoza, & Hsieh, 2015). The graph 
here shows the relation between two measures: 1) the 
number of authors on a journal article who are from a 
different country than the first author, and 2) a measure 
that assesses the scientific impact of the research with 
a higher score, indicating more influential research.

3.00

2.00

4.00

5.00

6.00

1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 7.00

 3.22 What elements are missing from the graphs in Exercises 
3.20 and 3.21?

 3.23 The following figure presents the enrollment of gradu-
ate students at a university, across six fall terms, as a 
percentage of the total student population.
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Fall Graduate Student Enrollment 
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Number of countries represented
by the authors

Impact of research

 a. What kind of visual display is this?

 b. What other type of visual display could have been 
used?

 c. What is missing from the axes?

 d. What chartjunk is present?

 e. Using this graph, estimate graduate student enroll-
ment, as a percentage of the total student popula-
tion, in the fall terms of 2011, 2012, and 2014.

 f. How would the comparisons between bars change 
if the y-axis started at 0?

 3.24 When creating a graph, we need to make a deci-
sion about the numbering of the axes. If you had the 
 following range of data for one variable, how might you 
label the relevant axis?

337 280 279 311 294 301 342 273

 a. In this study, are the independent and dependent 
variables nominal, ordinal, or scale?

 b. What type of graph is this? Why did the researchers 
choose this type of graph?

 c. In your own words, explain what the researchers 
found. 
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 3.30 Type of graph for the effects of cognitive- 
behavioral therapy on depression: A social worker 
tracked the depression levels of clients being treated 
with cognitive-behavioral therapy for depression. For 
each client, depression was assessed at weeks 1 to 20 of 
therapy. She calculated a mean for all of her clients at 
week 1, week 2, and so on, all the way through week 20.

 a. What are the independent and dependent variables 
in this study?

 b. Are the variables nominal, ordinal, or scale?

 c. Which graph or graphs would be most appropriate 
to depict the data? Explain why.

 3.31 Type of graph for comparative suicide rates: The 
World Health Organization tracks suicide rates by gen-
der across countries. For example, in 2011, the rate of 
suicide per 100,000 men was 17.3 in Canada, 17.7 in 
the United States, 44.6 in Sri Lanka, 53.9 in the Rus-
sian Federation, 1.4 in South Africa, and 2.5 in the 
Philippines.

 a. What are the variables in this study?

 b. Are the variables nominal, ordinal, or scale?

 c. Which graph would be most appropriate to depict 
the data? Explain why.

 d. If you wanted to track the suicide rates for three of 
these countries over 50 years, what type of graph 
might you use to show these data?

 3.32 Scatterplot of daily cycling distances and type of 
climb: Every summer, the touring company America 
by Bicycle conducts the “Cross Country Challenge,” a 
7-week bicycle journey across the United States from 
San Francisco, California, to Portsmouth, New Hamp-
shire. At some point during the trip, the exhausted 
cyclists usually start to complain that the organizers 
are purposely planning for days with lots of hill and 
mountain climbing to coincide with longer distances. 
The tour staff counter that no relation exists between 
climbs and mileage and that the route is organized 
based on practical issues, such as the location of towns 
in which riders can stay. The organizers who planned 
the route (these are the company owners who are not 
on the tour) say that they actually tried to reduce the 
mileage on the days with the worst climbs. Here are 
the approximate daily mileages and climbs (in vertical 
feet), as estimated from one rider’s bicycle computer.

 a. Construct a scatterplot of the cycling data, putting 
mileage on the x-axis. Be sure to label everything 
and include a title.

 b. We haven’t yet learned to calculate inferential sta-
tistics on these data, so we can’t estimate what’s 
really going on, but do you think that the amount 

of vertical climb is related to a day’s mileage? If 
yes, explain the relation in your own words. If no, 
explain why you think there is no relation.

 c. It turns out that inferential statistics do not support 
the existence of a relation between these variables 
and that the staff seems to be the most accurate in 
their appraisal. Why do you think the cyclists and 
organizers are wrong in opposite directions? What 
does this say about people’s biases and the need for 
data?

 3.33 Scatterplot of gross domestic product and edu-
cation levels: The Group of Eight (G8) consists of 
many of the major world economic powers. It meets 
annually to discuss pressing world problems. In 2013, 
for example, the G8 met in the United Kingdom with 
an agenda that included international security. Deci-
sions made by G8 nations can have a global impact; in 
fact, the eight nations that make up the membership 
reportedly account for almost two-thirds of the world’s 
economic output. Here are data for seven of the eight 
G8 nations for gross domestic product (GDP) in 2004 
and a measure of education. The measure of education is 
the percentage of the population between the ages of 25 
and 64 that had at least one university degree (Sherman, 
Honegger, & McGivern, 2003). No data point for edu-
cation in Russia was available, so Russia is not included.

 a. Create a scatterplot of these data, with university 
degree percentages on the x-axis. Be sure to label 
everything and to give it a title. Later, we’ll use 

Mileage Climb Mileage Climb Mileage Climb

83 600 69 2500 102 2600

57 600 63 5100 103 1000

51 2000 66 4200 80 1000

76 8500 96 900 72 900

51 4600 124 600 68 900

91 800 104 600 107 1900

73 1000 52 1300 105 4000

55 2000 85 600 90 1600

72 2500 64 300 87 1100

108 3900 65 300 94 4000

118 300 108 4200 64 1500

65 1800 97 3500 84 1500

76 4100 91 3500 70 1500

66 1200 82 4500 80 5200

97 3200 77 1000 63 5200

92 3900 53 2500
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statistical tools to determine the equation for the 
line of best fit. For now, draw a line of best fit that 
represents your best guess as to where it would go.

 b. In your own words, describe the relation between 
the variables that you see in the scatterplot.

 c. Education is on the x-axis, indicating that education 
is the independent variable. Explain why it is pos-
sible that education predicts GDP. Now reverse your 
explanation of the direction of prediction, explain-
ing why it is possible that GDP predicts education.

 3.34 Time series plot of organ donations: The Cana-
dian Institute for Health Information (CIHI) is a non-
profit organization that compiles data from a range 
of  institutions—from governmental organizations to 
hospitals to universities. Among the many topics that 
interest public health specialists is the problem of low 
levels of organ donation. Medical advances have led 
to ever-increasing rates of transplantation, but organ 
donation has not kept up with doctors’ ability to 
perform more sophisticated and more complicated 
surgeries. Data reported by CIHI (https://secure.cihi 
.ca/free_products/2011_CORR_Annua_Report_
EN.pdf, 2015) provide Canadian transplantation and 
donation rates for 2001–2010. Here are the donor rates 
per million in the population; these numbers include 
only deceased donors.

 a. Construct a time series plot from these data. Be sure 
to label and title your graph.

 b. What story are these data telling?

 c. If you worked in public health and were studying 
the likelihood that families would agree to donate 
after a loved one’s death, what research question 
might you ask about the possible reasons for the 
trend suggested by these data?

 3.35 Bar graph of acceptance rates for different types 
of psychology doctoral programs: The American 
Psychological Association gathered data from almost 
1000 psychology doctoral programs (2015). (Note: If 
a school offered four different psychology doctorates, 
each would be counted separately.) The table below 
includes overall acceptance rates for each of 10 different 
types of psychology doctorates.

Country

GDP  
(in trillions 
of USD)

Percentage 
with  

University 
Degree

Canada 0.98 19

France 2.00 11

Germany 2.71 13

Italy 1.67 9

Japan 4.62 18

United Kingdom 2.14 17

United States 11.67 27

Year

Donor Rate 
per Million 

People Year

Donor Rate 
per Million 

People

2001 13.4 2006 14.1

2002 12.9 2007 14.7

2003 13.3 2008 14.4

2004 12.9 2009 14.4

2005 12.7 2010 13.6

Psychology Subfield
Acceptance 

Rate

Clinical psychology 12.0%

Cognitive psychology 10.9%

Counseling psychology 11.0%

Developmental psychology 14.1%

Experimental psychology 12.7%

In dustrial/organizational 
psychology 14.6%

Neuroscience 10.7%

School psychology 29.0%

Social psychology 7.0%

Other applied psychology 25.2%

 a. What is the independent variable in this example? 
Is it nominal or scale? If nominal, what are the 
levels? If scale, what are the units and what are the 
minimum and maximum values?

 b. What is the dependent variable in this example? 
Is it nominal or scale? If nominal, what are the 
levels? If scale, what are the units and what are the 
minimum and maximum values?

 c. Construct a bar graph of these data, with one bar 
for each of the types of psychology doctoral pro-
grams, using the default options in your computer 
software.

 d. Construct a second bar graph of these data, but 
change the defaults to satisfy the guidelines for 
graphs discussed in this chapter. Aim for simplicity 
and clarity.
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 e. Cite at least one research question that you might 
want to explore next. Your research question  
should grow out of these data.

 f. Explain how these data could be presented as a 
pictorial graph. (Note that you do not have to con-
struct such a graph.) What kind of picture could 
you use? What would it look like?

 g. What are the potential pitfalls of a pictorial graph? 
Why is a bar chart usually a better choice?

 3.36 Bar graph versus Pareto chart of countries’ gross 
domestic product: In How It Works 3.2, we created a 
bar graph for the 2012 GDP, in U.S. dollars per capita, 
for each of the G8 nations. In How It Works 3.3, we 
created a Pareto chart for these same data.

 a. Explain the difference between a Pareto chart and 
a standard bar graph in which the countries are in 
alphabetical order along the x-axis.

 b. What is the benefit of the Pareto chart over the 
standard bar graph?

 3.37 Bar graph versus time series plot of gradu-
ate school mentoring: Johnson, Koch, Fallow, and 
Huwe (2000) conducted a study of mentoring in two 
types of psychology doctoral programs: experimental 
and clinical. Students who graduated from the two 
types of programs were asked whether they had a 
faculty mentor while in graduate school. In response, 
48% of clinical psychology students who graduated 
between 1945 and 1950 and 62.31% who graduated 
between 1996 and 1998 reported having had a men-
tor; 78.26% of experimental psychology students who 
graduated between 1945 and 1950 and 78.79% who 
graduated between 1996 and 1998 reported having 
had a mentor.

 a. What are the two independent variables in this 
study, and what are their levels?

 b. What is the dependent variable?

 c. Create a bar graph that depicts the percentages for 
the two independent variables simultaneously.

 d. What story is this graph telling us?

 e. Was this a true experiment? Explain your answer.

 f. Why would a time series plot be inappropriate for 
these data? What would a time series plot suggest 
about the mentoring trend for clinical psychology 
graduate students and for experimental psychology 
graduate students?

 g. For four time points—1945–1950, 1965, 1985, and 
1996–1998—the mentoring rates for clinical psy-
chology graduate students were 48.00, 56.63, 47.50, 
and 62.31, respectively. For experimental psychol-
ogy graduate students, the rates were 78.26, 57.14, 
57.14, and 78.79, respectively. How does the story 

we see here conflict with the one that we devel-
oped based on just two time points?

 3.38 Bar graph versus pie chart and perceptions of 
health care advice: The company that makes Fitbit, 
the wristband that tracks exercise and sleep, commis-
sioned a report that included the pie chart shown here 
(2013). 

 a. Explain why a bar graph would be more suitable 
for these data than a pie chart. 

 b. What statistical lie appears to be present in these 
data?

28%

53%

20%
Not at all
overwhelmed

Neither

Totally Baffled

How overwhelmed do people get by the vast array of
available advice on health care?

 3.39 Software defaults of graphing programs and per-
ceptions of health care advice: For this exercise, use 
the data in the pie chart from the Fitbit report in the 
previous exercise. 

 a. Create a bar graph for these data. Play with the 
options available to you and make changes so that 
the graph meets the guidelines in this chapter. 

 b. List the aspects of the bar graph that you changed 
when creating your graph in part a. Be specific. 

 3.40 Software defaults of graphing programs for 
depicting the “world’s deepest” trash bin: The car 
company Volkswagen has sponsored a “fun theory” cam-
paign in recent years in which ordinary behaviors are 
given game-like incentives to promote pro-social behav-
iors such as recycling or obeying the speed limit (http://
www.thefuntheory.com/). In one example, Volkswagen 
created a seemingly super-deep trash bin; when a person 
would throw something out, a high-pitched whistling 
sound played for 7 seconds, culminating in a far-off-
sounding boom, as if the item had fallen for hundreds of 
feet! The fun-theory people collected data; in a single day, 
72 kilograms of trash were thrown out in their “deep” 
bin, versus just 31 kilograms in a nearby trash bin.
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 a. Use a software program that produces graphs (e.g., 
Excel, SPSS, Minitab) to create a bar graph for these 
data, using the default options.

 b. Play with the options available to you. List aspects 
of the bar graph that you are able to change to 
make your graph meet the guidelines listed in this 
chapter. Be specific, and include the revised graph.

 3.41 Multivariable graphs and college rankings by 
academics and sexiness: Buzzfeed.com published a 
multivariable graph that purported to rank colleges by 
academics and “hotness.” The data from this graph are 
represented here.

 a. What kind of graph is this? Explain.

 b. List the variables that are included in this graph.

 c. List at least three ways in which this graph could be 
redesigned in light of the guidelines in this chapter.

 3.42 Types of graph appropriate for behavioral 
 science research: Give an example of a study—real 
or hypothetical—in the behavioral sciences for which 
the researchers could use each type of graph. State the 
independent variable(s) and dependent variable, includ-
ing levels for any nominal variables.

 a. Frequency polygon

 b. Line graph (line of best fit)

 c. Bar graph (one independent variable)

 d. Scatterplot

 e. Time series plot

 f. Pie chart

 g. Bar graph (two independent variables)

 3.43 Creating the perfect graph: What advice would 
you give to the creators of each of the following 
graphs? Consider the basic guidelines for a clear 
graph, for avoiding chartjunk, and regarding the 
ways to mislead through statistics. Give three pieces 
of advice for each graph. Be specific—don’t just say 
that there is chartjunk; say exactly what you would 
change.

 a. Business and women:

Boston College 

Stanford University 

Princeton University 

Yale University 

Columbia University 

Harvard University 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

University of Pennsylvania 

Brown University 

University of Chicago 

Cornell University 

Northwestern University

Dartmouth 
College 

University of California, Berkeley 

Tufts University 
Georgetown University 

University of California, Los Angeles 

University of Michigan 

University of North Carolina-ChapelHill 
University of Virginia

University of 
Southern California

University of South Florida 

University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign 

New York University 

Boston University 

George Washington University 

Pennsylvania State University

University of California, Davis 

University of California, Santa Barbara 
University of Georgia

Carnegie Mellon University

Rankings of Colleges by 
Academic Standing and “Hotness”

More “hot”

Less “hot”

Lower academicallyHigher academically

(Hotness Ratio/Zone ID)

0.7

0.1

0 10050

1.8 years
of food

13 months
of rent

7 months of
mortgage and
utilities bills

2.9 years of
family health

insurance

2,751 gallons
of gas

The 33% she lost 
could have provided:

Her Annual Loss: $10,784

Men’s Median Wage: $47,715

Women’s Median Wage: $36,931

At the end of her 40-year career: $431,360 less

The Mothers of Business Invention

Women Today 
Feminine Business Scale

Data show that a woman’s salary is 77% of a man’s for the same job (2010)
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 b. Workforce participation:

How many of us work

S
T
O
P

1.79 1.80 1.81 1.82 1.83

80%

70%

60%

Women
25 years
and over

Women
15-24
years

Men
25 years
and over

Men
15-24
years

50%

40%

done that you wish you had done (regrets of inac-
tion). The researchers suggested a theoretical relation 
between the variables that might look something like 
the graph below.

 3.44 Graphs in the popular media: Find an article in 
the popular media (newspaper, magazine, Web site) that 
includes a graph in addition to the text.

 a. Briefly summarize the main point of the article and 
graph.

 b. What are the independent and dependent variables 
depicted in the graph? What kinds of variables are 
they? If nominal, what are the levels?

 c. What descriptive statistics are included in the article 
or on the graph?

 d. In one or two sentences, what story is the graph 
(rather than the article) trying to tell?

 e. How well do the text and graph match up? Are 
they telling the same story? Are they using the same 
terms? Explain.

 f. Write a paragraph to the graph’s creator with ad-
vice for improving the graph. Be specific, citing the 
guidelines from this chapter.

 g. Redo the graph, either by hand or by computer, in 
line with your suggestions.

 3.45 Interpreting a graph about two kinds of career 
regrets: The Yerkes–Dodson graph demonstrates 
that graphs can be used to describe theoretical rela-
tions that can be tested. In a study that could be 
applied to the career decisions made during college, 
Gilovich and Medvec (1995) identified two types of 
regrets—regrets of action and regrets of inaction—
and proposed that their intensity changes over time. 
You can think of these as Type I regrets—things you 
have done that you wish you had not done (regrets 
of action)—and Type II regrets—things you have not 
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0
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0

 a. Briefly summarize the theoretical relations pro-
posed by the graph.

 b. What are the independent and dependent variables 
depicted in the graph? What kinds of variables are 
they? If nominal or ordinal, what are the levels?

 c. What descriptive statistics are included in the text 
or on the graph?

 d. In one or two sentences, what story is the graph 
trying to tell?

 3.46 Thinking critically about a graph of the  frequency 
of psychology degrees: The American Psychological 
Association (APA) compiles many statistics about training 
and careers in the field of psychology. The accompanying 
graph tracks the number of bachelor’s, master’s, and doc-
toral degrees conferred between the years 1970 and 2000.
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 a. What kind of graph is this? Why did the researchers 
choose this type of graph?

 b. Briefly summarize the overall story being told by 
this graph.

 c. What are the independent and dependent variables 
depicted in the graph? What kind of variables are 
they? If nominal or ordinal, what are the levels?

 d. List at least three things that the graph creators did 
well (that is, in line with the guidelines for graph 
construction).

 e. List at least one thing that the graph creators should 
have done differently (that is, not in line with the 
guidelines for graph construction).

 f. Name at least one variable other than number that 
might be used to track the prevalence of psychol-
ogy bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees over 
time.

 g. The increase in bachelor’s degrees over the years 
is not matched by an increase in doctoral degrees. 
List at least one research question that this finding 
suggests to you.

 3.47 Thinking critically about a graph about inter-
national students: Researchers surveyed Canadian 
students on their perceptions of the globalization of 
their campuses (Lambert & Usher, 2013). The 13,000 
participants were domestic undergraduate and graduate 
students—that is, they were not recently from coun-
tries outside of Canada. The pie chart here shows the 
responses to one survey item: “The increasing number of 
international students attending my institution has led to 
improvements in the university’s reputation and image.”

 d. Why would it not make sense to create a Pareto 
chart in this case?

 3.48 Interpreting a graph about traffic flow: Go to 
http://maps.google.com/. On a map of your country, 
select “Traffic” from the drop-down menu in the upper 
left corner.

 a. How is the density and flow of traffic represented 
in this graph?

 b. Describe traffic patterns in different regions of your 
country.

 c. What are the benefits of this interactive graph?

 3.49 Critiquing a graph about gun deaths: In this chap-
ter, we learned about graphs that include statistical lies 
and graphs designed to be unclear. Think about the 
problems in the graph shown here.

 a. What is the primary flaw in the presentation of  
these data?

 b. How would you redesign this graph? Be specific and 
cite at least three ways in which you would change it.
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 a. What is the story that these data are telling?

 b. Why would a bar graph of these data tell this story 
better than a pie chart does?

 c. Create a bar graph of these data, keeping the bars 
in the order of the labels here—from “Strongly dis-
agree” on the left to “Not sure/Don’t know/N/A” 
on the right.

 3.50 Word clouds and statistics textbooks: The Web site 
Wordle lets you create your own word clouds (http://
www.wordle.net/create). (There also are a number of 
other online tools to create word clouds, including 
TagCrowd and WordItOut.) Here’s a word cloud we 
made with the main text from this chapter. In your own 
words, explain why ten or so of the most popular words 
are showing up here. That is, why are these words so 

Source: http://io9.com/11-most-useless-and-misleading-infographics-on-the-inte- 
1688239674?utm_source=recirculation&utm_medium=recirculation&utm_campaign= 
thursdayPM
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78   CHAPTER 3 ■ Visual Displays of Data

 3.51 Comparing word clouds and subjective well-
being: Social science researchers are increasingly using 
word clouds to convey their results. A research team 
from the Netherlands asked 66 older adults to generate 
a list of what they perceive to be important to their 
well-being (Douma, Steverink, Hutter, & Meijering, 
2015). Based on these lists, the researchers identified 
fifteen general areas perceived to be related to well-
being. They created a version of the word cloud shown 
here to visualize the frequency that each of these areas 
was mentioned. 

 a. In your own words, summarize what the research-
ers found. 

 b. What research questions might these findings sug-
gest for psychologists working in communities for 
older adults?

Putting It all Together

 3.53 Type of graph describing the effect of roman-
tic songs on ratings of attractiveness: Guéguen, 
Jacob, and Lamy (2010) wondered if listening to 
romantic songs would affect the dating behavior of 
the French heterosexual women who participated in 
their study. The women were randomly assigned to 
listen to either a romantic song (“Je l’aime à Mourir,” 
or “I Love Her to Death”) or a nonromantic song 
(“L’heure du Thé,” or “Tea Time”) while waiting 
for the study to begin. Later in the study, an attrac-
tive male researcher asked each participant for her 
phone number. Of the women who listened to the 
romantic song, 52.2% gave their phone number to the 
researcher, whereas only 27.9% of the women who 
listened to the nonromantic song gave their phone 
number to the researcher.

 a. What is the independent variable in this study?

 b. What is the dependent variable?

 c. Is this a between-groups or a within-groups study? 
Explain your answer.

 d. Think back to our discussion of variables in 
 Chapter 1. How did the researcher operationalize 
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 3.52 Multivariable graphs and shipwrecks: The cliché 
“women and children first” originated in part because 
of the Titanic captain’s famous directive as his ship was 
sinking. Yet, the cliché is not grounded in reality. See 
the following multivariable graph.

 a. What kind of graph is this?

 b. List the variables that are included in this graph.

 c. Are the data on the top and the bottom necessary 
to tell this story? Explain. Why do you think both 
sides are included?

 d. In your own words, tell the story that this graph is 
visualizing.
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important when learning how to create excellent, clear 
graphs?
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scatterplot (p. 53)
linear relation (p. 54)
nonlinear relation (p. 54)
line graph (p. 55)
time plot, or time series plot (p. 55)

bar graph (p. 56)
Pareto chart (p. 57)
pictorial graph (p. 58)
pie chart (p. 60)
chartjunk (p. 63)

moiré vibration (p. 63)
grid (p. 63)
duck (p. 63)
defaults (p. 63)

TERMS

“dating behavior” in this study? Do you think this 
is a valid measure of dating behavior? Explain your 
answer.

 e. What is the best type of graph to depict these re-
sults? Explain your answer.

 f. Create the graph you described in part (e) using 
software without changing any of the defaults.

 g. Create the graph you described in part (e) a second 
time, changing the defaults to meet the criteria in 
the checklist introduced in this chapter.

 3.54 Developing research questions from graphs: 
Graphs not only answer research questions, but can spur 
new ones. Figure 3-8 on page 56 depicts the pattern of 
changing attitudes, as expressed through Twitter.

 a. On what day and at what time is the highest aver-
age positive attitude expressed?

 b. On what day and at what time is the lowest average 
negative attitude expressed?

 c. What research question(s) do these observations 
suggest to you with respect to weekdays versus 
weekends? (Remember, 0 on Sunday is midnight—
or late Saturday night.) Name the independent and 
dependent variables.

 d. How do the researchers operationalize mood? Do 
you think this is a valid measure of mood? Explain 
your answer.

 e. One of the highest average negative attitudes occurs 
at midnight on Sunday. How does this fit with the 
research hypothesis you developed in part (c)? Does 
this suggest a new research hypothesis?
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